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Gain greater control over the printing process and produce professional-
quality documents and labels with the advanced features of Droppix Label

Maker. From importing, deleting, duplicating, moving, or creating a
custom label template, you can perform all of your label printing tasks with
ease. Label and template features: In addition to label printing and template
creation, Droppix Label Maker provides full printing functionality. Create a

new label or template, or use a template from within the software, then
print as many copies as you want. Enable the snapping feature to place or

align text on the edges of a document, with exact placement and sizing
control. Create or edit a label in various ways to achieve a perfect fit. You
can also create custom label styles and formats. Build complex documents

and labels from a rich selection of included business or professional-quality
templates. Add your own custom fonts to any label. A design tool makes it
easy to edit or create your own fonts. Create custom backgrounds for your
labels. Set an image as the background for any label or template, or use a
background from one of the included templates. Place images, text, and

graphics on your labels. Use any of the included professional-quality
business or text templates, or create your own. There are more than 120
available templates, which can be arranged in a variety of ways. Create a
template for a specific type of project, such as a shipping label or a photo
album. A new project wizard allows you to simply create a new label or

template and then begin designing your project. Design labels on a layout
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grid with exact placement and sizing control, or use the flexible layout tool
to create your own template. Edit labels with the text tool, or replace text
with a new image. Paste a graphic into a label or a template, resize it, or

reposition it. Using the full-featured graphics tools, you can add graphics to
a label or template, or create your own. Using the full-featured design tools,

you can add shapes and text to a label or template, and even create your
own graphics, fonts, and artwork. With both a selection and design tools,

you can design and edit graphics, shapes, and text. Enhance your creations
with a large selection of special effects, including shadows, gradients,

reflections, and more. You can also add and edit existing templates. From
the template designer, you can use the drag-and-drop tool to arrange and

rearrange all of the included
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